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loyal customers who have depended on us
to meet their home comfort needs in the
past. We appreciate all the new customer
referrals we receive; a referral is the highest
honor and compliment.
6DVHKKBNMSHMTDSNNƤDQSGDGHFGDRSPT@KHSX
products available, on-going training for our
RS@Ƥ@MCOQNLOS BNTQSDNTRRDQUHBD

EARN REWARDS!

We love referrals so don’t keep us a secret!
Our customer referral program rewards you for
spreading the good word.

$100 VISA Giftcard

for referring a new customer that
installs a new system

$10 Starbucks Giftcard
for referring a new customer that
services their system

Compliments of:

“We Take Care of Your Air”

281-651-5484

BradburyBrothers.com

281-651-5484

TIMING OF TUNE-UPS ISN’T ALWAYS EVERYTHING
Every spring and fall our phones are taken over with calls for tuneups. We love and appreciate the work, but we’d like to let you in on
a little secret. Annual maintenance (tune-ups) can be done any time
of the year – not just the season prior to system use. Have PEACE OF
MIND knowing your systems can be serviced any time of year as long
as maintenance is done on each piece of equipment (furnace or air
handler and air conditioner or heat pump).
Here in Southeast Texas our customers clearly understand the
importance of their air conditioners getting a tune-up but sometimes
forget about their furnaces (air handlers). It’s just as important! Those
furnaces not only heat your homes but they blow the air that cools your
homes! They’re in use winter AND summer, both seasons. Even 1/8 “of
dust on a blower wheel can cause exhaustion and equipment failure
over time.
And because we believe so much in preventative maintenance, we
NƤDQ NTQ ".,%.13 "+4! /K@SHMTL ,DLADQR OQHNQHSX RS@STR VGDM HS
does come time to schedule their maintenance tune-ups. You can pick
the time of the day, day of the month, and month of the year that works
ENQ8.4ʖ,@JDRTQD@MC@RJ@ANTSNTQMDV/K@SHMTL@MC/K@SHMTL/KTR
"NLENQS"KTA,DLADQRGHOR 6DDUDMNƤDQ@MDVLNMSGKXO@XOQNFQ@L
for our valued customers.

BradburyBrothers.com

JASON’S FYI

TODD’S HVAC TIPS

“We Take Care of Your Air”
Air Cleaners
Air Conditioners
$LU3XULƩHUV

Duct Cleaning
Furnaces
Heat Pumps

CUSTOMER BRAGS
ř(G@UDADDMTRHMFSGHR&1$ 3BNLO@MXRHMBDRGNQSKX@ESDQSGDXADF@M
their business and have also referred many friends, clients, and others to
use them for their heating and air conditioning needs. I truly appreciate
what they do and how they treat their customers. I am delighted to give
SGDLLX'(&'$23Q@SHMFENQSGDHQBNMRHRSDMSRDQUHBD 1NADQS2LHSGV@R
@F@HMSNC@X@AKDRRHMFSNLDHMGNVGDCHCLXSTMDTO !Q@CATQX!QNSGDQR
HR@KV@XRLXƥQRSBGNHBDʖŚ
-Paul L.
ř!Q@CATQX!QNSGDQRGDKODCTRNUDQSGDOGNMDSNSQNTAKDRGNNSNTQLHRS@JDVGDMVDQDOK@BDCNTQSGDQLNRS@S !Q@CATQX!QNSGDQRB@KKDCTRA@BJ
at almost 9:30pm to help us troubleshoot our problem. They gave us a
solution no charge! They go out of the way to help all customers, and
we will be using them next time we need our air conditioner serviced or
QDO@HQDC 6D@OOQDBH@SDSGDRDKNB@KKXNVMDCRL@KKATRHMDRRDRʖŚ-Katie B.
“The air conditioning in our rental property recently went out. Our renters,
HMBKTCHMF@MDVANQMA@AX VDQDE@BHMFCDFQDDSDLODQ@STQDR !Q@CATQX!QNSGDQRV@RPTHBJSNB@KKNTQQDMSDQRSNBNNQCHM@SD@M@OONHMSLDMS 
The tech. was punctual, professional, and had the system up & running in
MNSHLD Ś
-Vicki S.

Carina’s Corner
Overnight
French Toast
Directions:

Coat a 9- by 13-inch baking dish with
cooking spray. Arrange the bread slices on
the diagonal in 3 rows in the dish, slightly
overlapping the slices.
Whisk together the evaporated milk, milk,
vanilla and almond extracts, cinnamon,
salt and eggs until well combined. Pour
the egg mixture over the bread slices, taking
care to evenly coat the bread. Cover with
aluminum foil and refrigerate for at least 8
hours, or overnight.
/QDGD@SSGDNUDMSNCDFQDDR% 1DLNUD
the foil from the baking dish and spoon
any remaining egg mixture over the top of
the bread pieces to assure they are evenly
moistened.
Sprinkle the pecans evenly over the bread.
Sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of the maple
RXQTO@MCSGDBHMM@LNM !@JDTMSHKFNKCDM 
about 40 minutes.
Drizzle with the remaining 1/4 cup maple
syrup and serve.

Ingredients:

One 8-ounce whole wheat
baguette, cut into twentyfour 1/4-inch slices
One 12-ounce can
evaporated fat-free milk
1 cup reduced-fat (2percent) milk
1 teaspoon pure vanilla
extract
1/4 teaspoon almond
extract
1/4 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
Pinch kosher salt
4 large eggs
Topping:
1/3 cup chopped pecans
1/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons
pure maple syrup
1/8 teaspoon ground
cinnamon

Preparing Your
Home For Fall

Family Cool
Weather Activities

The kids are back to school, the neighborhood
pool is closed for the season and there is a hint
of fall in the air. It’s hard to believe, but the
transition from summer into fall is happening
and cooler days will be here before you know it.
Here are a few things you can do:

Don’t let indoor days be boring for you and the
family! The cold and the dark can really make
you spend a lot longer inside your home than you
usually would. If you let them, these times can
get really boring and bring everyone down! Keep
morale high and fun levels through the roof with
SGDRDFQD@S@BSHUHSHDRSNƥKKSGDSHLDXNT@KKG@UDSN
spend indoors

Todd Bradbury

Turn on your ceiling fan. As you use your air
conditioner less, consider making use of the ceiling fans if you have
them. They can help to supplement cooling on milder days and can
GDKO XNT R@UD @ RHFMHƥB@MS @LNTMS NE LNMDX NUDQ QTMMHMF XNTQ @HQ
conditioner.
5HSODFH \RXU DLU ƩOWHU Filters in your furnace should be changed
LNMSGKXSNGDKOSGDTMHSQTM@SOD@JDƧBHDMBX 3GDƥKSDQHMXNTQETQM@BD
helps to remove airborne particulates and debris that could potentially
damage the fan or the heating coil. Clear the area around your furnace.
Get a tune-up on your furnace. !DENQDXNTJMNVHSXNTVHKKADQDKXHMFNM
XNTQETQM@BDSNJDDOXNTBNLENQS@AKD@F@HM +HJDXNTQB@Q XNTQETQM@BD
needs seasonal tune-ups to help you avoid sometimes expensive and
unexpected repairs, as well as help ensure the unit is operating safely.
3TMD TORGDKOXNTQETQM@BDQTMLNQDDƧBHDMSKX SNN@MCSG@SGDKORXNT
R@UDDMDQFX@MCBTSCNVMNMBNRSR 1DLDLADQXNTQETQM@BDQTMRVHMSDQ
and summer both to circulate the air.

Voted Best of The Woodlands
again in 2013
Jason Bradbury

Have a fashion show! Get everyone to dress up in the silliest clothes they
B@MƥMC @MCSGDML@JD@RGNVNTSNEHS BNLOKDSDVHSG@MMNTMBDLDMSR 
twirls, music, and poses. The winner is the family member who manages to
stay in character the whole way through.
Build a fort! Everyone loves a rainy day fort, so get some boxes, cushions,
blankets and pillows together in the living room and see how big and
BNLENQS@AKD@RSQTBSTQDXNTB@MATHKCʖ!NMTRSHOŔSGDADRSENQSRBNMS@HM
entire mattresses and have signs on the door.
Spice up a board game! Play a family favorite board game, but make it so
that the loser has to do something useful, like dishes, or silly, like sing a
song in front of everyone. You’ll be amazed how much more energy the
kids will put into the game when there’s something, no matter how small,
at stake!

Have an indoor picnic! &DS@AK@MJDS FDSRNLDMHBDƥMFDQENNC CQDRRTO
in shorts, t-shirts and sunglasses and have a summer’s day picnic in the
middle of the living room! The best part of this.

Check the weather stripping on your doors and windows. Chances are
good that you’ve opened and closed your windows and doors a lot this
summer. It’s likely the seals have become dirty and worn which can make
HSCHƧBTKSENQ@SHFGSRD@KEQNLENQLHMF 6GDMSGHRG@OODMR HSŗRD@RXENQ
heat to escape. Go around to each of your windows and doors to inspect
and clean the seal. If it appears the weather stripping is worn, you should
replace it.

KIWANIS 30TH ANNUAL KIDS
FISHING TOURNAMENT

Switch to a programmable thermostat. When the cost of heating
your home can sometimes seem unreasonably high, installing a
programmable thermostat can help. These thermostats help you
regulate the temperature inside your home by automatically adjusting
SN ƥS SGD QDPTHQDC BNLENQS KDUDKR SGQNTFGNTS SGD C@X @R VDKK @R NM
CHƤDQDMSC@XRNESGDVDDJ

281-651-5484

$500 OFF

Any System Installation
-NSU@KHCNM@MXNSGDQNƤDQRNQNMOQDUHNTROTQBG@RDR

3ODQDEDNHRƨ3GHMJTORNLDFQD@SB@JDR BTOB@JDR BNNJHDRNQLTƧMR 
and get everyone together to bake them, preferably as messily as possible!
Then you can all try each one, and decide whose idea came out the best.
1D@KKXSGNTFG VHSGB@JD DUDQXNMDŗRSGDVHMMDQ

Install a carbon monoxide detector. Especially if you have a gas furnace
in your home, having carbon monoxide detectors can be life saving. It
is best to install them in the hallway near sleeping areas so that they
are not obstructed by furniture or curtains. If you already have detectors
installed in your home and they are battery operated, make sure you
replace the batteries at least once a year.

Have your air ducts sealed. If you haven’t had your ductwork inspected
and sealed, you should. A good portion of the energy lost in the average
home escapes through leaks in the ductwork. Not only can properly
sealing your air ducts help cut down on energy loss, but it also helps to
prevent dust and other matter from entering.

$50 OFF

Any Repair $200 or more!

BRADBURY NEWS

JASON BRADBURY, OWNER

3GHRXD@QV@RSGDSGXD@QNESGD*HV@MHR@MMT@K+@ANQ#@X%HRGHMF
3NTQM@LDMS !Q@CATQX!QNSGDQRG@CSGDOQHUHKDFDNEADHMFNMDNESGD
sponsors on September 1 passing out donuts for breakfast and fans
SN BNNK NƤ SGD @SSDMCDDR   $@BG XD@Q JHCR @MC O@QDMSR FDS SN ITRS
G@UDETM@MCCNHSENQ%1$$ ƥRGHMF D@SHMF@MCG@MFHMFNTSVHSGSGDHQ
E@LHKHDR @MC EQHDMCR   !Q@CATQX !QNSGDQR @QD LDLADQR NE NTQ KNB@K
Kiwanis Club because of their emphasis on kids. We love kids and
The Woodlands.
We are proud that
our company was
able to participate
HM RTBG @ %4- @MC
worthy cause. Make
sure and mark the
2@STQC@X NE +@ANQ
Day Weekend in
2014, and come join
us in the fun.

MEET OUR TEAM
This is our section to introduce our customers and
friends to the members of our team and celebrate
their personal milestones. This time we are
spotlighting one of our owners, Jason. Pictured
with Jason at our recent 4th of July parade is his
AD@TSHETK AQHCD SN AD  !DSG@M !KTLDMEDKC   )@RNM
@MC !DSG@M VDQD QDBDMSKX DMF@FDC @MC FDSSHMF
married this coming winter.
We wish them
congratulations on their upcoming marriage!
Jason grew up in the air conditioning industry working
in the warehouse of his mother’s air conditioning
BNLO@MX CTQHMF GHFG RBGNNK @MC SGDM HM SGD NƧBD
doing administrative duties while attending college.
!DHMF SGD XNTMFDRS NE SGD !Q@CATQX !QNSGDQR LD@MS
KNSRNEřO@XHMFGHRCTDRŚHMNQCDQSND@QMGHROK@BD@R
@MNVMDQNESGD!Q@CATQX!QNSGDQR '@UHMFD@QMDCGHR
ATRHMDRRCDFQDD GDUDQXB@O@AKXVNQJRD@BGC@X@RNTQ CLHMHRSQ@SHNM3D@L+D@CDQ
'HRƥ@MB¤ !DSG@M QDBDMSKXLNUDCEQNL"@KHENQMH@SN3GD6NNCK@MCR 2GD@KRN
earned her business degree and works for a Houston insurance agency as a
claims adjuster. They are looking forward to starting their life together here
in The Woodlands
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at almost 9:30pm to help us troubleshoot our problem. They gave us a
solution no charge! They go out of the way to help all customers, and
we will be using them next time we need our air conditioner serviced or
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Carina’s Corner
Overnight
French Toast
Directions:

Coat a 9- by 13-inch baking dish with
cooking spray. Arrange the bread slices on
the diagonal in 3 rows in the dish, slightly
overlapping the slices.
Whisk together the evaporated milk, milk,
vanilla and almond extracts, cinnamon,
salt and eggs until well combined. Pour
the egg mixture over the bread slices, taking
care to evenly coat the bread. Cover with
aluminum foil and refrigerate for at least 8
hours, or overnight.
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the foil from the baking dish and spoon
any remaining egg mixture over the top of
the bread pieces to assure they are evenly
moistened.
Sprinkle the pecans evenly over the bread.
Sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of the maple
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about 40 minutes.
Drizzle with the remaining 1/4 cup maple
syrup and serve.
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evaporated fat-free milk
1 cup reduced-fat (2percent) milk
1 teaspoon pure vanilla
extract
1/4 teaspoon almond
extract
1/4 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
Pinch kosher salt
4 large eggs
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1/3 cup chopped pecans
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pure maple syrup
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The kids are back to school, the neighborhood
pool is closed for the season and there is a hint
of fall in the air. It’s hard to believe, but the
transition from summer into fall is happening
and cooler days will be here before you know it.
Here are a few things you can do:

Don’t let indoor days be boring for you and the
family! The cold and the dark can really make
you spend a lot longer inside your home than you
usually would. If you let them, these times can
get really boring and bring everyone down! Keep
morale high and fun levels through the roof with
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Turn on your ceiling fan. As you use your air
conditioner less, consider making use of the ceiling fans if you have
them. They can help to supplement cooling on milder days and can
GDKO XNT R@UD @ RHFMHƥB@MS @LNTMS NE LNMDX NUDQ QTMMHMF XNTQ @HQ
conditioner.
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helps to remove airborne particulates and debris that could potentially
damage the fan or the heating coil. Clear the area around your furnace.
Get a tune-up on your furnace. !DENQDXNTJMNVHSXNTVHKKADQDKXHMFNM
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needs seasonal tune-ups to help you avoid sometimes expensive and
unexpected repairs, as well as help ensure the unit is operating safely.
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Have a fashion show! Get everyone to dress up in the silliest clothes they
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twirls, music, and poses. The winner is the family member who manages to
stay in character the whole way through.
Build a fort! Everyone loves a rainy day fort, so get some boxes, cushions,
blankets and pillows together in the living room and see how big and
BNLENQS@AKD@RSQTBSTQDXNTB@MATHKCʖ!NMTRSHOŔSGDADRSENQSRBNMS@HM
entire mattresses and have signs on the door.
Spice up a board game! Play a family favorite board game, but make it so
that the loser has to do something useful, like dishes, or silly, like sing a
song in front of everyone. You’ll be amazed how much more energy the
kids will put into the game when there’s something, no matter how small,
at stake!

Have an indoor picnic! &DS@AK@MJDS FDSRNLDMHBDƥMFDQENNC CQDRRTO
in shorts, t-shirts and sunglasses and have a summer’s day picnic in the
middle of the living room! The best part of this.

Check the weather stripping on your doors and windows. Chances are
good that you’ve opened and closed your windows and doors a lot this
summer. It’s likely the seals have become dirty and worn which can make
HSCHƧBTKSENQ@SHFGSRD@KEQNLENQLHMF 6GDMSGHRG@OODMR HSŗRD@RXENQ
heat to escape. Go around to each of your windows and doors to inspect
and clean the seal. If it appears the weather stripping is worn, you should
replace it.

KIWANIS 30TH ANNUAL KIDS
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Switch to a programmable thermostat. When the cost of heating
your home can sometimes seem unreasonably high, installing a
programmable thermostat can help. These thermostats help you
regulate the temperature inside your home by automatically adjusting
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and get everyone together to bake them, preferably as messily as possible!
Then you can all try each one, and decide whose idea came out the best.
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Install a carbon monoxide detector. Especially if you have a gas furnace
in your home, having carbon monoxide detectors can be life saving. It
is best to install them in the hallway near sleeping areas so that they
are not obstructed by furniture or curtains. If you already have detectors
installed in your home and they are battery operated, make sure you
replace the batteries at least once a year.

Have your air ducts sealed. If you haven’t had your ductwork inspected
and sealed, you should. A good portion of the energy lost in the average
home escapes through leaks in the ductwork. Not only can properly
sealing your air ducts help cut down on energy loss, but it also helps to
prevent dust and other matter from entering.

$50 OFF

Any Repair $200 or more!
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TIMING OF TUNE-UPS ISN’T ALWAYS EVERYTHING
Every spring and fall our phones are taken over with calls for tuneups. We love and appreciate the work, but we’d like to let you in on
a little secret. Annual maintenance (tune-ups) can be done any time
of the year – not just the season prior to system use. Have PEACE OF
MIND knowing your systems can be serviced any time of year as long
as maintenance is done on each piece of equipment (furnace or air
handler and air conditioner or heat pump).
Here in Southeast Texas our customers clearly understand the
importance of their air conditioners getting a tune-up but sometimes
forget about their furnaces (air handlers). It’s just as important! Those
furnaces not only heat your homes but they blow the air that cools your
homes! They’re in use winter AND summer, both seasons. Even 1/8 “of
dust on a blower wheel can cause exhaustion and equipment failure
over time.
And because we believe so much in preventative maintenance, we
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does come time to schedule their maintenance tune-ups. You can pick
the time of the day, day of the month, and month of the year that works
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for our valued customers.
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